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General Instructions: 

This paper consists of FOUR sections.                                                                                                  

* Section A -Reading Comprehension                                                                                                   

* Section B - Language Structure                                                                                                        

* Section C- Prose                                                                                                                            

* Section D- Creative Writing                                                                                                               

SECTION A    -   READING COMPREHENSION 

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow. 

Tuttle the Turtle 

 

Tuttle was snug inside his leathery egg. It was completely dark but he didn’t care because he was 

warm and safe in a nest in the sand. His mother had left Tuttle and his brothers and sisters hidden 

inside the nest. When she knew her eggs were safe, she returned to her place in the ocean. Tuttle 

and his family were sea turtles.  

  One day something inside Tuttle told him he was getting too big for his egg. It was time for Tuttle 

to hatch. It was time for all the baby turtles in the nest to hatch. It is safer to hatch and leave the 

nest at night. Many predators find baby turtles to be a tasty meal. Birds and mammals will eat baby 

turtles.  

Meanwhile Tuttle worked hard to break open his eggshell. Birds have a brittle eggshell but turtles 

have a soft shell that is hard to open. It took some time for Tuttle to open his egg using his egg 

tooth, worked hard and finally left his shell behind.  

But remember, Tuttle’s mother had left her eggs buried about twenty inches deep in the sand. 

Tuttle and the other baby turtles had to dig their way out of the nest. One by one they emerged 

from the sand.  

  Tuttle didn’t have time to look around at the beach. He didn’t care about the sky or the stars. 

Instinct told him that his home was in the ocean. Tiny Tuttle wasn’t afraid of the big ocean waves 

that landed on the beach. He ran to the ocean as fast as he could along with dozens of his brothers 

and sisters who had just hatched too. 

 Tuttle already knew how to swim and how to hold his breath underwater. He knew how to breathe 

while he was under the water too. Tuttle used his small flippers to swim out into the vast unknown 

ocean. Tuttle would never come back to land again but his sisters will come someday to lay their 

eggs on a sandy beach. 

I. Circle the correct answer. 

 1. Tuttle’s nest was …………..  

  a. in a tree                                         b. on a beach                                 c. in the grass   

2. After Tuttle’s mother laid her eggs she …… 

  a. stayed and kept the eggs warm           b. flew away                         c. returned to the ocean 
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3. The safest time for baby turtles to hatch is ……. 

  a. in the morning                                 b. in the afternoon                  c. at night  

 

4. Right after hatching, Tuttle had to ………. 

  a. dig out of the sandy nest                 b. run to the water                  c. swim in the ocean 

 

 5. When Tuttle grows up he will ……….. 

  a. return to the beach every year    b. sometimes return to the beach         c. always stay in the  

                                                                                                                   ocean 

II. Answer these questions with reference to the above passage. 

1. What did Tuttle use his egg tooth for? 

Ans: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Give a word from the passage which means ‘beast of prey’. 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

SECTION B – LANGUAGE STRUCTURE 

I. A. Rewrite the following sentences by contracting the underlined words. 

1. They are all my friends. 

    Ans: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  He did not win the first prize in the competition. 

   Ans: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

     B. Pick out the contractions from the sentences and write their full forms. 

     1. I was happy that you weren’t hurt when you fell off the bike. 

   Ans: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

     2. The team could’ve won the game if they tried harder. 

  Ans: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

II. A. Circle the Subject and underline the Predicate in the following sentences. 

     1. Cheryl is working in the garden. 

    2. Our dog, Rocky, loves to chase sticks and balls. 

     B.  Supply suitable Subjects and Predicates wherever required to complete the  

following sentences. 

     1.  _________________________________ moves very slowly. 
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   2.  The team __________________________________________________________________ . 

SECTION C – PROSE 

I. A. Circle the correctly spelt words. 

1. inqured                            enquired                       enqured 

     2. mythological                     mithiological                 mytilogical 

B.  Write the words from the lesson which mean the following. Use the meanings 

given as clues. 

     1. The Park Hotel is Fred’s favourite _______________ on Thursday evenings. (a place frequently      

visited by a person) 

     2. Deer are naturally _____________________ creatures. (shy and nervous) 

C.   Frame sentences with the words as used in the lesson in the correct context. 

1. uncomfortable - _______________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. hoarding - ___________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

II. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. 

1. What did Anjali do on Friday? 

     Ans: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Who was Raghuram and where did he live? 

    Ans: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

III. Answer the following questions with reference to context. 

1. ‘Do you think she can come to my school?’ 

a. Who said these words and to whom? 

Ans: __________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Who is referred to as ‘she’ in the above line? 

Ans: __________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ‘I ran away that day because I thought you would make fun of me’. 

a. Who is referred to as ‘I’ in the above line and to whom is the above line spoken? 

Ans: __________________________________________________________________________ 
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b. Why did the person referred to as ‘I’ say the above lines to the person referred to as ‘you’? 

Ans: __________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

                                         SECTION D – CREATIVE WRITING 

Write a descriptive paragraph on ANY ONE of the topics given below. 

1. My Favourite Cartoon Character           OR      2. The Best Gift I Have Ever Received                                                                                                                

      

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 


